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Abstract. The principal argument for an Evolutionary Anthropic Semantic
Computational Principle and a confirmatory prediction methodology in its
favour are summarized.
The Argument
Einstein said ‘the most incomprehensible thing about the universe, is
the fact that it is comprehensible’. However, this key (fact) to which
Einstein directs us (of the accelerating widening of scientific understanding
through human intelligence) can be explained, if intelligent life exemplified
by the human brain, is not some fluky optional extra to the cosmos, but the
result of a predictable evolutionary staircase of natural hierarchical
structural complexity (testable at each stage against already established
and future experimentally validated scientific fact) that arises from an
universal computational organizational principle (UCOP):
i) which specifies the origin of the universe as an empty state (i.e. is the
boundary condition essential to the solution of a physical problem)
(Rowlands and Diaz, 2002; Diaz and Rowlands, 2005)
ii) which gives rise to the desired staircase of evolutionary complexity
(Rowlands and Diaz, 2002; Diaz and Rowlands, 2005), explainable as a
well defined quantum thermodynamic process in terms of the Quantum
Carnot Engine (QCE) (Scully et al, 2003) and
iii) which has a computational order code, that of the nilpotent
generalization of Dirac’s famous quantum mechanical equation, D(N) see
diagram I, predicted from the principle itself (Rowlands and Cullerne,
1999; Rowlands and Diaz, 2002; Diaz and Rowlands, 2005), where this
order code specifies the fundamental level of quantum mechanical
structure ‘nature’s building blocks’, see diagram II in terms of which all
further hierarchical levels of the universe’s architectural complexity are
described and are decomposable. ‘Decomposable' because in the
entangled quantum universe described, each quantum subsystem’s
interaction with the rest of the universe must and is taken into account in
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describing its behaviour by the calculable use of the mathematical
criterion nilpotent, as is the case in diagram II, and
iv) where D(N) predicts the initial simultaneous emergence by
spontaneous symmetry breaking from its empty state (Rowlands, 2004), of
3 + 1 relativistic space-time and the strong, weak, and electromagnetic
(inertial) quantizations including spin of Standard Model elementary
particle physics (Rowlands, 2006) – ‘the building blocks’ diagram II as
currently experimentally validated.
Diagram I
The nilpotent generalization of Dirac’s famous equation D(N)
(k / t

i

+ jm) ( ikE

ip + jm) exp i(–Et + p.r) = 0

where E, p, m, t and r are respectively energy, momentum, mass, time, space and the
symbols 1, i, i, j, k, i, j, k, are used to represent the respective units
required by the scalar, pseudo-scalar, quaternion and multivariate vector groups.
Diagram II
The table of the nilpotents D(N, Xi), where the nilpotent operators Xi 2 = 0, but Xi 0
specify the calculable quantizations of the experimentally validated particles of the
Standard Model of elementary particle physics:Baryons (spin 3/2):
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However the critical feature needed to complete the proposed solution,
is that the DNA/RNA genetic code constitutes a replication of the UCOP
implemented at further hierarchical level of the evolutionary staircase, able
to predict the code’s double / single helical nucleotide architecture and
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function as this is currently known and understood (Marcer and Schempp,
1986; Gariaev et al, 2001, 2002; Rowlands and Hill, 2006; Clement et al,
1993). For then, in agreement with the known fact of the genetic code’s
ability to generically describe both the architecture and functioning of all
living systems, including that of the intelligent human brain, the solution
proceeds from a simple repetition of this argument. That is, it can be
inferred that the human brain (encoded within the genetic code) constitutes
a further implementation of the UCOP at a yet further hierarchical level of
complexity on the evolutionary staircase. For such a prediction – which
must describe the human brain’s neural / gial structure and its functioning
as it is known from experimental observation to be valid (Deutsch, 1985;
Eccles, 1986; Noboli, 1985, 1987; Marcer, 1986; Schempp, 1986, 1992,
1993; Hoffman, 1989; Penrose, 1990, 1998; Pribram, 1991; Clement et al,
1992; Marcer et al, 1997, 1998 a, 1998 b, 2001; Tuszynski et al, 1998;
Sutherland, 1999; Perus et al, 2003) – would explain both the human
brain’s innate natural semantic language abilities and its capability to
understand the universe that conceived it (i.e. its human scientific
intelligence) in terms of the UCOP.
The UCOP’s Initial Confirmatory Predictions
From diagram I it is seen that the UCOP proposed gives rise to the
basic laws of physics in a recognizable quantum mechanical form – that of
the nilpotent generalization of Dirac’s famous quantum mechanical
equation D(N) – as its universal computational order code. This equation
predicts the simultaneous emergence by spontaneous symmetry breaking
from its empty state, of 3 + 1 relativistic space-time and the strong, weak,
and electromagnetic (inertial) quantizations including spin of Standard
Model elementary particle physics diagram II as experimentally validated.
That is to say these constitute the fundamental level of quantum
mechanical structure in terms of which all further higher levels are to be
described, so that the quantizations specified are the sole elementary
particle sources and sinks of the now 3 + 1 relativistic space-time quantum
field.
Moreover the periodic ‘table’ (the determinant for the whole of
chemistry) of the (atomic) elements for which the universal organization
principle predicts a spiral evolutionary atomic staircase, as the
consequence of ‘fusion’ and ‘fission’ (the universal organizational
principle’s two hypothesized fundamental computational productions at
this hierarchical level of structure where these act on the simplest UCOP
composite neutral atomic state / unit, neutronium) is shown in diagram III.
Diagram III
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This new spiral presentation for the periodic table begins with neutronium, not usually
considered an element (but which cosmically is as abundant as oxygen). It situates
hydrogen next to carbon which chemically it most resembles. Such a spiral
emphasizing the fact that the elements form a continuum, rather than a series of blocks,
is in excellent accord with single heat bath thermodynamic quantum Carnot engine 2
where the quantum phase θ follows such a time reversal asymmetric spiral behaviour.
(Illustration, courtesy of Philip Stewart.)

The Proposed UCOP
The UCOP proposed is that of nilpotent universal computational
rewrite system (NUCRS) which has a universal grammar as discovered by
Rowlands and Diaz. where each new symbol of its alphabet can stand for
itself, a sub-alphabet or its infinite alphabet (Rowlands and Diaz, 2002;
Diaz and Rowlands, 2005). That is, the NUCRS has required ability by
means of the introduction of a new symbol which can stand for its infinite
alphabet to replicate itself at further hierarchical levels of the evolution
staircase of complexity, as is required above.
All the evidence, we have so far, including that cited below in
diagrams I, II and III thus supports the hypothesis that the nilpotent
quantum mechanical language description, NUCRS, constitutes ‘Nature’s
rules’ so as to formalize the Premise and Mission Statement of the British
Computer Society’s Cybernetics Machine Group, that ‘In science, Nature
sets the rules, but it must never be forgotten, that it is only because life has
exploited these rules successfully for billions of years to our evolutionary
advantage, that human brains are able to understand them. The mission, at
the physical foundations of computing / information processing if one
accepts the premise, is therefore to identify how these rules were exploited
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to achieve this end.’ That is to say, the NUCRS turns this premise into an
Evolutionary Anthropic Semantic Computational Principle, which can
indeed be identified with the principal stages needed to accomplish the
mission, as set out in the premise. It also strongly advances the claim that
the NUCRS generalization of the computational rewrite concept can be
taken as a new fundamental computational foundation for both quantum
mechanical and mathematical language description, so as to constitute, we
would propose, from these stages, a likely basis for a ‘Theory of
Everything’. We may thus hypothesize that the universal grammar for
semantic quantum mechanical mathematical language description that
constitutes the nilpotent quantum mechanical formalism is a candidate for
‘alternative (a)’ in Leggett’s incisive analysis of ‘The Quantum
Measurement (QM) Problem’ (Leggett, 2005), which says that ‘QM is the
complete truth about the physical world (in the sense that it will always
give reliable predictions concerning the nature of experiments) at all levels
and describes an external reality’. It also says that the nilpotent
methodology must generate all the physical constants so that they can
known without empirical determination, in accordance with the statement
of Einstein that ‘In a sensible theory, there can be no numbers whose
values are determinable only empirically. I can, of course, not prove that
…. dimensionless constants in the laws of nature, which from a purely
logical point of view can just as well have other values, should not exist.
To me in my ‘Gottvertrauen’ (faith in God) this seems evident, but there
may well be few who have the same opinion.’ (Einstein., 1982)
That is to say, that this methodology for prediction would be, we can
infer the totally exhaustive means of testing NUCRS’s correctness, at each
stage of the evolutionary staircase, where it the staircase will repeatedly
exhibit nilpotent closure.
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